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THE EXTERIOR SENSES AND THEIR OBJECTS 

Aristotle says that we take delight in our senses and, most ofall, in the sense of sight. When we 
see things, what exactly are we seeing? \Vheu we sense things using any of our five senses, what is it 
about the object that we are sensing? 

Take a look at a round object in front of you. Can you see the back side of it frotn your 
perspective? If you are careful, you realize tliat you cannot actually see the othe.r side even though 
you 111ay know what it looks like. Hence, your vision of the object does not complete.ly capnue tl1e 
entirety of it. Further, your eyes cannot capnu:e the smell or the taste of the object, even though it 
snrely has a certain odor and flavor. Rather, what you see is the only visible qualities of it from one 
perspective. 

This realization may give us a ch1e about what we are encountering when we use our senses. 
While we do recognize objects as wholes-whole people, trees, or dogs, etc.-our individual senses 
first sense the properties of these objects, properties pru:ticufar to each of our five senses. The size of a 
person, the shape of a tree, and the te.xture of the dog's fur are. what we first encounter through our 
senses. 

Properties, of course, are always properties of a particular thing or body. In the Western 
tradition, these " things" are known as s11bsta11ces. Prope1Ties exist in substances. When we say, 

This tree is bro11111. 

we are saying that the property of brownness is presem in the tree, which is the substance. It would 
not make ru1y sense to say, 

Tilis brown is tree. 

Properties are present in substru1ces and dependent on substances for their existence. Substances, 
however, have independent existences. Properties are also called actidmts, which is a teclulical term 
describing anything that is de.pendent on a substance for its existence, but is not itselfa substru1ce. 

The.re are two different :kinds of properties that can be sensed: proper smsibkt and co111111011 
muib/et. Proper se.nsibles are properties dint cru1 be sensed by only one sense. Common sensibles are 
properties that can be sensed by more tllan one sense, 

Sensible Properties 

Proper Conunon 
Sensibles Sensibles 
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PROPER SEN SIBLES 

E ach ofour five senses is designed to t ake in a different quality ofbodies. T hrough our sense of 
sight, we encounter the quality of color. Through ou r sense of smell, we encounter the quality of odo.-. 
Through our sense of hearing, we encounter the· quality of so11nd. Through our sense of taste., we 
encounter the quality of.flavor. Finally, through our sense of touch, we encounte.r the qualities o f 
texture, beat cold, moi1flm. dtJ~Jess, hea,i11ess, lightness, bartft1es1, and perhaps others. TI1e sense o f to uch is 
mtique, because through it we can experience seve.ral different qualities of bodies. 

E acl1 of these qualities (color, odo1; 101111d, jla,·or, texflm, beat, cold, 111oitl11rt, d1)'11ts1, heavi11ess, lig/Jh1ess, 
hardnui) is proper because o nly one particular sense. can grasp it. Fo r instance, colors cannot be felt o r 
smelled or heard or tasted- they can only be se.en. In the same way, textures ca1mot be seen or 
smelled or heard or tasted- they can only be felt. These qualities are traditionally known as proper 
mtsiblet because they can only be sensed by one sense. 

Color- sensed only by sight 
Odor- sensed only by smell 
Sound - sensed only by hearing 
Piflvor- sensed only by taste 
Texmre, hear, cold, moismre, dryness, heavi11ess, lightness, h ardness- sensed only by 

touch 

COi\-.u.vION SENSIBLES 

Some qualities can be grasped by more than one sense, and these qualities are called con1111on 
;ensibks. Imagine you are trying to figure. out the shape of a football. How many ways are there to 
figure out its shape? You can discover its shape byholding it in your hand or even by simply looking 
at it. So, shape is one of the common sensibles. 

A1otio11, rut, 1111mber, size, and sbape are all cons.idered common sensibles. The common sensibles 
have an impo1tant relation to the p roper sensibles . T he proper sensibles make it possible. for us to 
sense the collllllon sensibles. For instance, with the eye we can see. the size of a thing because of its 
color (a proper sensible). Likewise, with the hand we can detec t the shape of some.tiling through its 
texture. Tims, tl1e proper sensibles serve as a window through wltich we know the collllllon 
sensibles. 

Motio11 
Rest 
N umber 
Size 
Shape 
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THE TEN CATEGORIES 

Properties, as you have learned, ru:e acdde11ts that exist in mbsla11ces. While a property is not a 
substance in its.elf, it is still a ce1tain kind of being. TI1ere are ten kinds of being or categories of 
being, which Aristotle wrote about in his Cattgories. When we look at something and ask, "What is 
it?", the.re ru:e ten kinds of al1swers that can be given to the question. These ten kinds of answers 
_reveal ten ultimate categorie.s ofbeing: 

I. Substance 
2. Quantity 
3. Quality 
4. Relation 
5. Action 
6. Passion Accidents 
7. Time 
8. Place 
9. Position 
10. Possession 

TI1e second through tl1e runth categories ru:e all kinds of acddmts. This division of the 10 categories 
into s11bsla11ce and accidwt is cleru: in our language. First, there. ru:e the things that we talk about (the 
grammatical subjects of sentences): lions lizards leaves or bats for instal1ce. These are t11bsta11cet. 
But there are also the. things we say about these. subjects (the gralnmatical predicates of sentences): 
the lion is ~ the lizard mns qnjc;klv the leaf is smooth or the bat is llla.d.. TI1ese things said 
about substal1ces are most often accidmls. 

TI1e bat is black. 

I \ 
the subject of the the predicate of the 

sentence, which names a sentence, which nallles all 
s11bsta11ct accide11t 

Substance - a being that exists in itself rathec than in another being 

Accident - a modification or attribute ofa substance, which Call only exist in a substance 

there are nine different modifications or artri.bmes ofsubstance.s. These are the rune accidents 
ofquantity, quality, relation, action, passion, time., _place., posnue, and possession. Accidents exist in 
a11cl depend on substances for their existence. Colors, for in-smnce, can't just exist by tl1emse.lves. 
There is no separate thing such as whiteness, rc.>ally- tl1ere are only white objects! Substances, 
l1owever, exist on their ow1urnd do not depend on their accidents. 
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The word "substance" comes from a combination of the Latin verb sfo, J1art, which means "to 
stand" ru1d the prefix s11b, which me.1tns "under" . A substance, then, cm be thought of as that which 
stmds under orunderlies the accidents ofa thi!lg. It is what holds together and unites accide,1tal 
features. 

The word "accident:'' comes from the Latin verb ticddo, acddert, which means "to happen". TI1e 
accide.nts ofa substa11ce, therefore, are features that happt11 to characterize a substance in particular 
times and circumstru1ces. For instance, you happen to be sitting right now (position), but you could 
also be standing . .,frddert even means ~to fall tow:u:ds~, which helps us remember thataccidents 
" befall" or characterize substances, ofte.n in au arbitnuyway. 

The chart below shows a set of questions that help to determine the differ ent wavs a thing 
e.'tists: 

Category Relevant Question Example 

Substance "What is the thing?" The animal is a t/Qg 

Quantity " How much is there ofa thing?" TI1ere is om dog 
"How many are there ofa tlting?" The dog is ,'11Ja// 

Quality '"iXlhat kind of thing is iti'" TI1e dog is bro111/1 

The.clog is h1111g,y 
Theclog is /Q11d 

Relation "How is the thing related to other things?" TI1e clog is as big as a horse 

Action "What does the th.u1g.do to other th.u1gs?" TI1e clog is barking 

Passion "What is being done to this t hing by something TI1e clog is bein.g /Jifft11 
else?" 

Time "When is the thing actingor belllg acted on?" 'The dog is eating today 

Place ' 'Where is the thing?" TI1e dog is in tbe park 

Position " In what position is the thing?" 'The dog is !)ef11g down 

Possession "\'\/hat does the thing have?» Thedog is t-o!lartd 
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NATURAL 'THINGS & ARTIFICL<\L T H INGS 

We began the year thinking about Aristotle's insight that all men 110/trral!r desire to know. Our 
desire for knowledge, he says, is cle.'lr to us because of the delight that we take in sensing. We used 
t.Ws as an opporrunity to look more dee.ply into the nahlre of our senses. We looked first at what it ls 
that we sense (qualities) and bow these sensible qualities are accidents of material substances. After 
learning about what we sense, we hlmed to readings about how to sense-bow to develop habits of 
attentive and receptive seeing. Burroughs, Thoreau, and Dillard model this art of seeil1g in their 
writing on nature and give us directions for how to practice t.Ws a.it Most recently, we compared the 
sense of sight and the sense of touch with the help of DeKoninck. DeKonlnck's essay reveals that 
our senses are not merely for knowing qualities, but ultimately for grabbing hold of reality itself, for 
encountering and knowing substances, through qualities. 

Tue. purpose of our scientific observations of narure is thus to know substances. But not 
everytrung we sense is a 11at11m! thing. Si11ce natural science studies 11aft1m! things, tile observations of 
a nanu:al screntist will be focused most of all on natural things. We will now study the difference 
between material t.Wngs that are. natum! and material things that are not natural, which are called 
artijida4 or manmade. 

i\llaterial Things, i.e. Bodies 

Things that exist Things that exist 
by nature from other causes 

(Natural Bodies) (Artificial Bodies) 

Non-living 

The tree above shows the main distinctions that .Aristotle. makes in Book 11, Ch. 1 of the Phpict. 
111 order to understand what natural science studies, we must able to tell the difference berwee11 
natural things and artificial things, i.e. between natnre. and art. Anytlling that is made or arranged by 
man or some other animal is a product of skill. W e say these things are products of art, and hence 
artificial Anytlling tliat is not made by man or some other animal but seems to exist on its own, we 
tend to call 1111/tira!. \Ve recognize artificial things because they bear the mark of our skill or plaruling 
or intelligence. Natural things, therefore, can be ide.ntified by contrast to artificial things. 

As an aside, a1tificia1 things seem to be made ofnatural materials. Consider a wooden cliair: it is 
clearly a product of art, but it is made of something once living and natural. Even materials that are 
m.w-made, sucll as plastic, are made out of chemicals that are namral. Human art seems to be tl1e 
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arranging and reforming materials that already exist- we cannot ultimately bring things into being. 
Art therefore builds on nature. 

NATURAL THINGS H A VE NATURES 

While it is important to be able to identify a thing saying, "This is artificial" and "That is 
natural", identification does not represent a foll understanding of the difference betwee,1 narural and 
artificial things. So far, what we have said about narural things is negative - tliat they are "niate.rial 
things not 111odt I?)' t11t111" . To better understand the subject ofnatural science (what it studies), we need 
to seek a positive definition ofnatural things. 

The classical answer to what makes natural things natural is that they have 11afltm. As you read 
in Pf{)'tics II.! , Aristotle explaim tllat natural tllings have "a principle of moving ru1d of resting" 
within tllem and artificial tilings do not have such a princ,ple. Anstotle. also describes this principle 
as an "i11born impulse to char1ge." In both passages, he is descJ:ibi.ng a principle we. call a 11at11re. For 
instru1ce, a tree grows le.aves ru1d bark 011 its own, but a wooden ch,'lir does not grow at all. The tree 
is the source of its own charige, but tl1e chair does not have such a power of chru1ge. \Ve say tllat the 
tree .is natural because. it ha.s a nature that causes .its own growtl1. Not surprisingly, the word "nature" 
comes from the verb 11ascor, natti, nof1a m111, wllich .means "to be born". 

Living things clearly have this pri11ciple of motion, as we see through tlleir growtl1. It is perhaps 
more difficult to see this impulse to change i.t1noa-livi.tig natural tllings, sucl1 as rocks, dirt, or water. 
Aristotle suggests in other passages that these non-living tilings have a natural, inward motion 
towards their namral places. We will discuss this in more detail it1 our study ofphysics. 

The idea tl1at non-living natural things have natural motions raises another question: what about 
artificial tlti.ngs made out of natural materials? For instance, how do we explain the motion of a 
wooden chair as it is falli.t1g off of a rooftop? Doesn't tl1e artifici.11 chair have -a source ofmotion i.tl 
it? Aristotle addresses tllis in tlle third paragraph of Pl{J'.titt II. I. The cliair falls to the. ground not q1111 

chair, but qno wood. Why it falls is not because it is shaped as a chair, but because it is made out of 
wood. Hence, the motion is due. to what is natural about tl1e chair (its matter) and not what is a 
product of art (its shape). 

https://artifici.11
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THE PORPHYRIAN TREE 

The " Porpluyian Tree" is taken from Porphry's Isagoge, a book that has been used for almost 
2,000 years to help srudents understand Aristotle's categories. This tree helps us see, first of all, an 
ordered arrangement of the different kinds of beings that exist . It is also helpful for 1.1nderstanding 
tl1at not all substances that exist are material. Comprehending and mastering this tree will be 
essential for your understanding of tile kinds ofnrutural beings tl1at exist. 

SUBSTANCESoprm1t gmm: 

Dijfomuiae: =.ial ~ -----immntcn:i.l 

--------- .._______
S1tbotdi11a1e f(!'!Te1'11.! BODY SPlRJT 

D/ffermtl:4'!: :uum:m:---------- ----
s,J,,,,dir.,,~ g,mem: LIVING MINERAL--------

---------- .____
~witl,,.. l11sensicive .._______ 

Proxin111tr !('11/'fu! ANIMAL PLANT----
~ ~-

Diffem11/a,,! irrational 

BEAST-------

Jm/ir,i,IN,t/s• 

f'l<:llRli 1.1 Ttc'<: of Potphy,y. a:ansl.acd from a ,-cuion by J><ra ofSp.tin 1123?) 

All of the terms in capital letters 1tre genera or species, and all ofthe lowerc1tse terms are differentiae, 
except for the. individual humans at the bottom. To understand the tree, you must know what tl1e 
ternts ''genus-», ~'speciesn, and adifference" 111ea.11. Genus and species are relative terms, ·w·hich n1eat1s 
tllat each one is understood in relation to the otl1er. 

Genus (from Gk. 'YE:VO<;, meaning "family, clan; ancestor") - a class witll more than one specie.s 
within it, which share sometlling .u1 common with one another. 

H111lla"s and beasls are i11 tbege1111s efanimals: 

https://111ea.11
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A11imals art i11 11 differentge1111S tba11 1ni11em/1 J;eca11se a11in10/s art filli1rg, 

Species (from Lat. species, speciei, f. , meaning "appearance, shape; kind") - a class with only 
individual members within it. 

Socrates and Plato are i11divid11als oftbe same ;peciu. 
Yo/Ir dog and 11/J cat nrt d!fferent spedes mn though th!)' are both t111imals. 

Difference - what makes one species differe11i from another in ihe samegenus. 

The. dijferentia ofh11mans is 011r mMMlil]\ since JJJt art the 011!)' animals ,,,ho ttw rtaso11 obstmct!J. 
Uiing things nr.d minerals bt11>e11niq11e differer.till lma11se they mi d!fferwt species mithin tbe samegen11.<. 

Definition - a statemeJ1t that expresses ihe namre ofa thing through ihe combination of its 
nearest genus and its diffe.rence within the genus. (Definition = genus + specific difference) 

}\ifa-11 is a ratio11al animal 
Plants art iJuensitive o,g,a11im1s, 
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ARISTOTLE'S FOUR CAUSES 

In the passage from Book II.3 of the Pbpics, Aristotle is reflecting on what knowledge is, or on 
what it means for us to say we know a thing. As he suggests, having a grasp of the. "'iD'of somedting 
is t11e essential mark of knowledge. He then goes on to list four "causes", which will be explained 
more below. \\/bat does knowledge have to do with causes? It is important to understand that the 
"causes" Aristotle describes are the cause.s of beings, i.e., the re.asons why certain beings are the way 
they are. Whe.n we ask, for example, "Why does the pen fall to the floor'", the answer begins with 
' 'bumm .. . " . 'Why' questions are therefore questions that searcl1 for causes. When we grasp the 
causes ofa thing, this is what we call kr.owil!g it in the richest sense. 

There are four causes t11at we should look for when trying to understand something. Here they 
are. sununarized in the srui1e order that Aristotle describes them: 

1. T he .l\ilaterial Cause -that out ofwhich a thing is made 

2. T he Formal Canse - t11e essence or nature ofa tlling, what a thing is 

3. The Efficient Cause (moving cause) - (a) me source ofa thing's movement or (b) me 
cause of its existence 

4. T he Final Cause - that for the sake ofwltich a tiling exists, its purpose, end, aim, or goal 

The causes can ruso be understood as answers to the following questions aboutan object: 

I. Material Cause- \Vhat is it made out of? 

2. Formal Cause - What is it? What kind of thing is it? 

3. Efficient Cause - Who/ what moves it or brings it into existence? 

4. Final Cause - Why does it exist? What is its purpose or goal? 
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We can consider the four causes ofalmost any object in order to sift through and cfarify wharwe 
know about it: Take a saw, for instance, and consider its causes. 

• The material cause of the saw is what it is made out of the wood, metal, screws, and glue 
that make it up. 

The fonnal cause of the saw is what it is to be a saw: a tool used by humans for cutting 
materials by hand. The formal cause is often similar to a defiuition that might be given ofa 
thing. 

The. efficient cause of the saw is (a) the pe.Eson who is using the saw at any given time or (b) 
the craftsman or machi.<1e that builtthe saw. 

• The final cause of the saw is to cut things so that they ru:e divided into pieces or made a 
ce1t ain size. 

\);/bile the object in d1e case (the saw) is an artificial thing, the four causes are also present iJ1 
natural things. The study of nature should include. an investigation into all the causes of nanual 
beings. When any of the four causes are ignore_d, the picture of namre that results is somehow 
incomplete or lacking. Keeping all four causes in mind helps us obtain a much more complete and 
well-rounded understanding of natural things. As lovers of wisdom, we should seek to know the 
deepest reasons »1q Mture is d1e way that it is. 

Below-are the GLe_ek terms that Aristotle uses to describe the causes, which you will need to know: 

Material Cause u?-.n 

Fonnal Cause o'Ocria 

Efficient Cause ctjY,(.fl 

Final Cause ri?-.o,; 
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KINDS OF SOULS AND THEIR POWERS 

futtioni!lity 

Perception 
&Appetite 

Growth/Decay 

The Rational Soul 
(Rationi!lity, Perception, 
Appetite, and N utrition) 

The Perceptive Soul 
(Perception, Appetite, and 

N utrition) 

The Nutritive Soul 
(Growth/Decay) 

The diagram above shows the powers of the soul .AJ.istotle discusses in Book II of 011 /he 5011/. 
The higher kinds of souls contain tl1e powers (abilities) of the lower kinds and more. The perceptive 
soul contains the power of nutrition within it, since animals certainly e.at and nourish tllemselves il1 
addition to perceivil1g. The rational soul contains within it the powers of perception and nutrition, 
for man is also capable of sensing and growing like other anilnals. The souls are. traditionally named 
according to their highest power. 

One important poinr to note is that each living thing has only one soul. Man does not have 
tllree souls; he has only one. Since tl1e soul is the source and cause of life ill living things, to think 
that a man or a dog has multiple souls would be vei:y much like saying that he has multiple lives. But 
this is an offense to reason. The soul is what unifies, directs, and forms all the parts and powers of a 
living thiilg sucl1 that it is a single, organized whole. 

What about tile ability to move oneself from one place to another, called locomotion? While 
most aninlals have the power to Jocomote, not all anil11als have it. Some plants also seem to behave 
as tl1ough they are moving from place to place. We cannot, therefore, use locomotion to distinguish 
anilllals from plants. Nonetheless, an animal' s ability to locomote seems closely related to all its 
otl1er powers: when an atlilllal perteii:u food at a distance and senses its own hunger, how fitting tllat 
it also has tl1e power to troi-erse the distance in order to nomith itself. 
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TI1e Flower. 

COROLLA 

CA.lYX 

FLOWER PAR1S 

Cr~ section ofa 
pistil with ~ m 

thee Olvl!IT 

Thestrunen [a - aufuer, 
.J- filamenrl 

cor- 
cal -~-
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Flower P,11ts and their Purposes 

L Calyx- T11e outer, protective covering of the flower while it is a bnd, which falls to the base. of the 
flower after it ope11S- and enCU"cles the base. 

2. Sepals - The individual leaf-like strucm,:es which together form the calyx. "S,pa,ate petolt". 

3. Perals - The flat, thu1, colored strnctures surrounding the. re-productive. organs of the Hower. The 
color of the petals often att!acts insects and other pollinators to the flower. 

4. Corolla - TI1e who.cl of flower petals as a whole, "c,own" shaped. 

5. Sta1uen - The 111ale reproductive organ of the: flower_,. compose-d ofan aiuher and a filrunent. The 
stamen "stand" np from the base of the flower and typically surronnd the pistil. 

a. Anther - This upper part of the stamen pi:odnces and stores pollen cells, which are. the male 
reproductive cells of the flower. 

I~. Filnmeni - The "thread-like" stalk that holds ,,p the anthers ofa flower. 

6. Pistil - The female re-productive organ of the flower, c.entrally located within the flower. D ucing 
pollinatio n, pollen from a stamen .is brought into contact with the pistil and the.a drawn into it The. 
pollen cells fertilize one ormore ovum (egg)l w hich grows into a new planL 

a_ Stigma - The uppermost pait ofthe. pistil, often co,,ered with a sticky residue. which catches 
pollen oo its surface. 

b. Style - The pillar-like stalk that holds up the stigma a11d co,mects it to the ovai.y. 

c. °''"ry- As the main reproductive part of the. pistil, the ovary i, a chamber that produces 
and houses eggs along the inner suaace ofitself 

cl. O vum - One of the many female reproductive cells within the ovary of the pistil, known as 
the egg. 

Pollination, Fruiting, and Genni.nation 

Pollination i~. the process in which pollen is transferred from an anther to a pistil in order to 
fertilize an ovum. The fertilized egg is called a seed, and the seed grows witltin the ovary of the 
flower. As the fl.owe.,: petals die, the ovary grows and fom1s a protective covering around the seed. 
T ypically, it either swells and becomes fleshy or hardens around the seed. Titis swollen ov-acy is what 
is known as botattical fruit. In a variety of different ways for different plants, fruits serve as carriers 
and protectors of d1eir seeds until the seeds find their way into the ground. When a seed beco111es 
buried in the soil and sprouts roots, tltis is called germination - a new life taking root in order to 
growinto a mature. pla:nt 
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The VAfietv of Frnit F orn1s 



   

                 
                   

                   
                   

                  
       

 
                   

                     
                   

                  
                    

 
                    

                    
                         

            

 
                   

                   
                     

                
                    

                      
                     

                    
                       

                 

  
                  

                 
                    

                     
                   
 

CLASSIFICATION OF FRUIT 

Although flowers all have the same essential parts, different kinds of flowers vary greatly in shape, size, 
number and arrangement of parts, and so on. As you might imagine, knowing that every fruit develops from a 
flower, this variety in flowers leads to a variety in fruit. You already have some experience of this variety 
simply from being a consumer of fruit; you know, for example, that eating an apple is a very different 
experience than eating a banana or a blueberry. Looking at all of this variety amongst fruits, natural scientists 
have classified fruit into nine main groups. 

Pomes 
Perhaps the most common example of a pome is an apple. In fact, the word “pome” comes from the 

Latin word meaning “apple.” A pome is distinct from other kinds of fruit in that the fruit is mostly formed from 
the receptacle (under the flower) and includes not just the ovary, but also some of the surrounding tissue as 
well. A pome has a “core” of several small seeds, surrounded by a tough membrane, and the shriveled 
remains of the sepals, style, and stamens can sometimes be seen at the end of the pome, opposite the stem. 

Drupes 
Drupes are distinct from other kinds of fruit in that they always have a single seed with a hard outer 

layer, and that seed is surrounded by fleshy fruit. Think about a very common example of a drupe: the peach. 
If you have ever eaten a peach, you know that in the center there is a “pit” that you cannot eat. The pit is a 
hard, outer casing—formed from the wall of the ovary—with one seed inside. 

Berries 
You might be surprised to know that a tomato, a banana, and a bell pepper are actually berries, and 

that strawberries and raspberries are actually not berries. But do not be too alarmed by this: you have not 
been wrong about berries your whole life, you have just been speaking as an eater of fruit, rather than as a 
scientist of fruit. When natural scientists speak about berries, they mean something rather different from what 
my grandma means when she makes a berry cobbler. When you are cooking or eating, you use berry to mean 
a small, sweet or tart fruit, and we are not wrong to do so. Speaking as scientists, however, we use the word 
berry to refer to fruit having a distinctive structure and formation (rather than a particular kind of taste, as we do 
in the kitchen). Berries, according to the scientist, are fruits that develop from a single ovary and have two or 
more seeds. If you look at the inside of a tomato, you can see that the tomato fits this definition. There is a 
special group of berries, called Hesperidium, that include citrus fruits, such as an orange or a lemon. 

Aggregate Fruits 
The strawberry, which you might expect to be a berry because of its name, is actually an aggregate 

fruit. The reason for this classification is that, unlike berries which develop from a single ovary, strawberries 
form from many pistils within the same flower. If you looked at a strawberry flower, you would see many pistils. 
Seeds are produced in each of these pistils, and the fruit grows around all of them, joining together to form a 
single fruit. All aggregate fruits have this in common, that the fruit comes from a single flower with multiple 
pistils. 
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Legumes 
Legumes are fruits that are usually dry or hard and that release their seeds by splitting along a seam 

that runs down the middle. Any kind of “pod” that is long and narrow and has seeds in a single-file line is 
probably a legume. Some common examples of legumes are beans, peanuts, and peas. 

Nuts 
Like the word berry, the word nut has both a culinary meaning and a scientific meaning.  You have 

probably referred to peanuts and almonds as nuts, but, although that is true enough when you are cooking or 
eating, these do not fit the scientific meaning of the word nut. A nut, according to the scientific definition, is a 
dry fruit in which the ovary wall becomes a hard shell and the seed inside is unattached to it.  An acorn is a 
good example of a nut—if you have ever shaken an acorn, you have heard and felt the seed moving around 
inside the hard outer shell. 

Grains 
Grains are fruit in which the fruit and seed are joined closely together.  These fruits are typical of 

grass-like plants. Wheat and rice are good examples of grains. 

Capsules 
Capsules are actually the most common kind of fruit, although we probably do not think of them as fruit 

because we do not eat them. Capsules are dry fruit that form from pistils with compound ovaries, and which 
split open to release the seeds. Orchids, Cotton, Eucalyptus, and Horse Chestnut all have capsules. 

Multiple fruits 
All the fruits that you just read about above form from a single flower; multiple fruits are distinct from 

these because they actually form from multiple different flowers joined together.  The most common example 
of a multiple fruit is the pineapple. 

Illustration: From Flower to Fruit in Cherries 




